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Editörlerden

Dünyaya açılmamızı sağlayacak Arkeoloji Bilimleri Dergisi’nin ilk sayısı ile hepinize 
merhaba diyoruz.

Arkeoloji bir süredir geçmişin yorumlanmasında teknoloji ve doğa bilimleri ile yoğun 
iş birliği içinde yeni bir anlayışa evrilmekte. Üniversiteler, ilgili kurum ve enstitülerde 
her yeni gün açılmakta olan “Arkeoloji Bilimleri” bölümleri ve programları, geleneksel 
anlayışı yavaş yavaş terk ederek değişen yeni bilim iklimine adapte olmaya çalışmaktalar. 
Arkeoloji disiplininin geçmişi, geçmişte yaşayan insanların yaşam biçimlerini bütüncül 
bir şekilde anlamaya, hızla gelişen ve yaygınlaşan teknolojilerle her geçen on yılda daha 
fazla yaklaşıyor. Arkeolojik araştırmalar, sorgulama ve değerlendirme biçimleri, bu yeni 
bilim üretme biçimine dönüşüyor. Derginin editörleri olarak bizler, bu süreçte, bu dö-
nüşüme katkı sağlayacak bir mecra oluşturmanın önemli olduğu kanısındayız. 

Amacımız arkeoloji içindeki arkeobotanik, arkeozooloji, alet ve bina teknolojileri, tarih-
lendirme, mikromorfoloji, biyoarkeoloji, jeokimyasal ve spektroskopik analizler, coğrafi  
bilgi sistemleri, iklim ve çevre modellemeleri gibi farklı uzmanlık alanlarının çeşitlene-
rek yaygınlaşmasına katkı sağlamak ve arkeolojide bilimsel yöntem ve analizlerin gelişti-
rilmesi ve uygulanması üzerine çalışan bilim insanlarını bir araya getirmek. Elbette yeni 
ve özgün metodolojik ve kuramsal yaklaşımlar üzerine yapılan araştırmalara da yer ve-
receğiz. Destek, katkı ve ilginizi derginin seyri ve gelişimi adına çok önemli görüyoruz.

Güneş Duru & Mihriban Özbaşaran 
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Note from the editors

We would like to take this opportunity to introduce ourselves to the world, and say 
‘hello’ to the archaeological media with the very first issue of our new archaeological 
journal: The Turkish Journal of Archaeological Sciences.

For the past couple of decades archaeology has been evolving in close cooperation with 
new technologies and the advances in the natural sciences towards new understand-
ings and interpretations of the past. More and more newly established departments 
and programs in universities and other relevant institutions focus on “Archaeological 
Sciences” as they try to adapt to a changing climate, and gradually abandon older tra-
ditions. Rapidly developing technological, methodological and analytical advances 
move us closer to understanding the way of life in past communities in a holistic way. 
Archaeological research programs, and the many innovative new ways of testing, in-
quiring and evaluating these all converge into this new way of producing ‘science’. As 
the founding editors of the TJAS, we think it is important to have a medium that will 
contribute to this transformation. 

Our goal is to contribute to the diversification and dissemination of different areas of 
expertise such as archaeobotany, archaeozoology, tool and building technologies, dating 
methods, micromorphology, bioarchaeology, geochemical and spectroscopic analyses, 
geographical information systems, climate and environmental modeling. We aim to 
bring scholars working on the development and application of scientific methods and 
analyses together in these volumes. We also seek to include in these pages recent ad-
vances in methodological and theoretical approaches. Your support, contributions and 
engagement with the archaeological science presented here are crucial to the progress 
and development of the journal.

Güneş Duru & Mihriban Özbaşaran 
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ARKEOLOJİ BİLİMLERİ DERGİSİ / TURKISH JOURNAL OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SCIENCES – 2021 / 1: 121-134

The Hand of Man – Oswald Spengler’s 
Thoughts on Cultural Morphology 
and its Benefits for Current 
Archaeological Debates
Thomas Zimmermanna

Abstract
Oswald Spengler, a brilliant yet controversial philosopher of history, is probably best known 
for his seminal “Decline of the West”. In this book, Spengler boldly claimed to not only 
to contextualize world history, but also predict future developments on the basis of under-
standing cultures as cyclical entities with dynamics akin to those of organic beings. Misread, 
shunned, and finally subject to academic oblivion in the second half of the 20th century, as-
pects of cultural morphology are currently rediscovered by a variety of disciplines including 
palaeoanthropology, ancient history, and ancient Near Eastern studies as potentially powerful 
tools to review regional or supra-regional phenomena like crisis, change, and adaption from a 
different, “Spenglerian” angle. This contribution argues that aspects of morphological thought 
as outlined in the “Decline”, but also in his later works can be immensely beneficial to scruti-
nize the mechanisms of change and apotheosis—the original meaning of “decline” in Speng-
ler’s work!—in prehistoric contexts. Case studies from archaeology are used as a backdrop to 
highlight the possibilities and limits of cultural morphology as a methodological baseline to 
engage in current archaeological debates.

Keywords: Near Eastern archaeology, philosophy, history, cultural morphology, Oswald 
Spengler

Özet
Parlak ama tartışmalı tarihçi-felsefeci Oswald Spengler, en çok, “Batı’nın Çöküşü” isimli 
meşhur kitabı ile bilinir. Spengler, bu eserde biyolojik varlıkların yaşam sürelerine benzeyen 
döngülerden oluşan dünyanın tarihini çok farklı bir gözle okunmakla kalmamış, gelecek ile 

a Thomas Zimmermann, Assoc. Prof., Bilkent University, Faculty of Humanities and Letters, Department 
of Archaeology. 06800 Bilkent – Ankara.

 zimmer@bilkent.edu.tr ; https://orcid.org/0000-0003-4937-2166
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ilgili öngörülerde de bulunmuştur. 20. yüzyılın ikinci yarısında, yüzeysel okunması nedeniyle 
akademik dünya tarafından aforoz edildikten sonra; kriz, değişim ve uyum ile ilgili fenomen-
lerin daha derinden anlaşılabilmesi ve “Spenglerian” bakış açısıyla değerlendirilebilmesi için, 
kültürel morfoloji yaklaşımının bazı kavramları bugün paleoantropoloji, eskiçağ tarihi ve eski 
Yakındoğu araştırmaları tarafından yeniden keşfediliyor. Bu makale, Spengler’in “Çöküş” ve 
“İnsan ve Teknik” adlı kitaplarında uygulanan morfolojik düşünce tarzından yola çıkarak, pre-
historik dönemlerdeki değişim ve tamamlanma gibi kavramların daha kapsamlı anlaşılabilmesi 
için çok faydalı olacağını savunuyor ve arkeolojik tartışmalarda kültürel morfoloji yaklaşımının 
sunabileceği imkânları ve kısıtlılıkları daha net gösterebilmek için arkeolojiden bazı örnekler 
paylaşılıyor.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Yakındoğu arkeolojisi, felsefe, tarih, kültürel morfoloji, Oswald Spengler

The Long Shadow – Spengler’s Work, its Reception,  
and Recent Reappraisal
The past century—an “age of extremes” indeed (Hobsbawn 1994)—does not necessarily count 
as a centennial depraved of controversial scholars. Still, Oswald Spengler obtains a particularly 
awkward position within the realm of modern historians and philosophers, since he dramati-
cally challenged the conventional approaches to philosophy and history alike. The publication 
of the first edition of his monumental “Decline of the West (Der Untergang des Abendlandes)”1 
(Spengler 2007) could not have been timed—by coincidence or not—more appropriately: it 
was released on September 18, 1918, just a few weeks before the official ending of World War 
I (Fink and Rollinger 2018b, 1), with a title then being read like a gloomy epitaph on the yet 
unparalleled devastation and carnage having ravaged through Europe, leaving millions dead, 
displaced, injured and severely traumatized.

Oswald Spengler, who advocated an explicit “non-scientific”, holistic approach to “history, 
whose immanent language still has to be deciphered” (cf. Spengler 2007, 10; also see below) 
was convinced that the last surviving of world civilizations -their occidental, western derivative- 
was on the brink of fulfilment and would soon be succeeded by a nascent Asian civilization 
(Aksakal 2013, 283).

Spengler’s opus magnum, however, cannot be merely simplified as a resigned farewell to oc-
cidental civilization that once believed in never-ending progress and prosperity. Its depth and 

1 Spengler’s opus magnum, originally published in three separate volumes (two text volumes and one volume 
with indices), is referenced here after the reprint published by Albatros Publishers in 2007 (Spengler 2007). 
This complete edition in one single volume follows the 33.-47. revised edition of the first volume (published 
originally 1923) and the 31.-42. edition of the second volume (published 1922). All other sources were 
available to the author as original editions.
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gravity lie in the unprecedented—and for his academic contemporaries outrageous—treatment 
of all cultures as fundamentally equal entities that rise, prosper and decline akin to the biolog-
ical life cycle of living matter (Engels 2019, 3-4). In this utterly deterministic perspective, any 
nascent civilization inevitably bears the grain of demise, even in its seemingly most influential 
and flourishing period. This radical approach explicitly digresses from a common Eurocentric, 
nation-state-based, thus chauvinistic historiography (Christian 2015, 5; Sachsenmaier 2015, 
71; Fink and Rollinger 2018b, 2-4) in favour of a system with cultures experiencing synchro-
nized trajectories, but chronological offsets. The big merit acknowledged by eminent historians 
as Eduard Meyer lies in the abandonment of historical “monodimensionality” in favour of 
parallel cultural developments (Krebernik 2018, 240). Since no cultural cycle on the global 
timeline is in any sense “superior” to another, the “decline” is no judgemental label forced on a 
particular geographical, social or political body, but the inevitable “fulfilment”, or apotheosis of 
its life cycle—a term (Vollendung) that Spengler himself eventually used synonymously for his 
concept (cf. Engels 2018-2019, 17).

To decipher the internal and external dynamics that set one cycle into motion and nudge it 
towards the tipping point, Oswald Spengler employed sources, disciplines, and methodologies 
as diverse as human evolution, religious studies, psychology, musicology, and linguistics to for-
mulate his grand historical exegesis (Aksakal 2013, 283). After all, the “Decline” constitutes the 
last serious attempt to write a holistic, universal history of humankind. Needless to say, such 
a bold approach stirred up very mixed responses from the relevant academic units: Spengler’s 
(nowadays  challenged) historical model of only eight major “cultures”, with three of them 
scrutinized in detail and labelled “Apollonian”, “Faustian” and “Magian” (for general outline cf. 
Spengler 2007, 234-281; cf. also Gunter 2018, 189), already triggered, with the backdrop of a 
growing political radicalization in the wake of the post-World War convulsions, vivid debates 
in the early 1920s (Schröter 1922; Fink and Rollinger 2018b, 2-3).

His ardent criticism of National Socialist racial politics2 and “Führer” euphoria3, presented in 
his work titled “Jahre der Entscheidung” (Spengler 1933, published in English as “The Hour of 
Decision” (Spengler 1934)) ostracized him for good in the early Hitler regime, after initially 
having been elected senator for the German Academy in 1933 (Kidd 2012, 21-22; Engels 
2019, 4-6). He predicted, not without a scent of clairvoyance, the catastrophic downfall of the 

2 “But in speaking of race, it is not intended in the sense which it is the fashion among anti-Semites in Europe 
and America to use it today. Darwinistically, materially. Race purity is a grotesque word in view of the fact 
that for centuries all stocks and species have been mixed […]” (Spengler 1934, 219).

3 “The levelling out of brains is complete: one meets ‘in the mass’, wills ‘in the mass’, thinks ‘in the mass’. 
Those who do not think with it, who think for themselves, are felt to be enemies” (Spengler 1934, 200).
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“Reich” in not more than ten years shortly before he died of a heart attack in Munich on May 
8, 1936 (Engels 2019, 6).

Another cataclysmic world war, destroying the lives of millions not even half a century after 
cannons were silenced in 1918, and the succeeding ideological and geographical divide between 
different world systems striving for supremacy seemed to have rendered Spengler’s reading of 
world history anachronistic and obsolete at last. His legacy was only sporadically subject to 
discussion and largely restricted to specialized academic studies, without any major repercus-
sion in mass media or the general public (cf. Zumbini 1976; Fisch 1985; exceptions like the 
monograph authored by Armin Baltzer (1956) prove the rule). In Turkey, Spengler’s “fatalist” 
approach, which is surprisingly compatible with traditional Ottoman historiography and the 
likewise cyclical Islamic “Weltanschauung” (cf. Fisch 1985)4, was sure enough at odds with a 
positivist, pro-Western historical agenda as endorsed by Arnold J. Toynbee, which was enthusi-
astically embraced by the political left in the early days of the Turkish Republic (Aksakal 2013, 
284-285). He found, however, a small but devoted readership amongst conservative intellec-
tuals who handpicked the passages from Spengler’s works critical of occidental superiority, to 
back their national conservative, at most Islamic and anti-Western sentiment (Aksakal 2013, 
290-297).

It was not until rather recently, however, that the apparent crisis of (western) liberal democra-
cies, the distinct rise of authoritarian regimes, and violent clashes in urban centres fuelled by in-
tercultural tensions triggered a renaissance in the critical acclaim of Spenglerian thought—not 
necessarily limited to a sarcastic acknowledgement of his most dismal predictions (cf. Glaser 
2019).

An ever-growing output of both academic compilations and monographic contributions espe-
cially since the past two decades not only reviews the reception of Spengler in different polit-
ical and academic environments (cf. Demandt 2017; Strasser 2018; Engels et al. 2018; Fink 
and Rollinger 2018a for more recent contributions). Some also succeed in adapting cultural 
morphology to current historical debates, while simultaneously performing the challenging, 
however beneficial balancing act to point out obvious errors and misconceptions in Spengler’s 
original contributions without discarding the whole of his approach (cf. Engels 2018). That 

4 It would be exciting to explore further whether Islamic scholars like Ibn Khaldun, who likewise advocated 
a worldview with cyclic successions of civilizations (Alataş 2015; Önder and Ulaşan 2018), had a profound 
influence on Oswald Spengler‘s reasoning. The at first sight striking similarities, however, lose much of 
their obviousness when being scrutinized further: Unlike Spengler, Ibn Khaldun argues that every society 
experiences similar challenges; that aside, technology, a major concern for Spengler, plays a rather marginal 
role for Ibn Khaldun, while the effect of external attacks, a decisive issue for Ibn Khaldun, is negligible for 
Spengler (Önder and Uluşan 2018, 247-250).
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aside; a variety of contributions boldly goes beyond the mere historical contextualization of 
Spengler’s reading of history, and actively attempts to apply aspects of Spenglerian thought to 
a variety of ancient historical and current affairs debates (cf. Engels 2014). The windfall of this 
output for intimately related disciplines like paleoanthropology, ancient Near Eastern studies, 
and prehistoric archaeology seems to be still rather modest. However, a number of studies 
already embarked on the adventure of reconciling cultural morphology with archaeological 
or anthropological data, proving that certain aspects of Spengler’s approach are far from being 
fringe broodings of a cultural pessimist, but well worth considering indeed.

“Nature Should be Treated Scientifically; History Should 
be Written as Poetry” – A Selection of Recent Spenglerian 
Approaches in Archaeological and Anthropological Contributions
Elite gift exchange, ritualized gift-giving and the accumulation of wealth in pre- and early his-
toric times is a rewarding topic treated in numerous contributions (for Late Bronze Age source 
texts cf. Cochavi-Rainey and Lilyquist 1999 with references, e.g., Doğan and Michailidou 
2008; Kelder 2009) ever since its profound socio-political dimension was defined by scholars 
like Bronislav Malinowski (esp. 1920, 1953) and Marcel Mauss (1950). A broadly set cross-cul-
tural, cross-chronological comparative approach, as presented by Ann Gunter (2018), is using 
Spenglerian cultural synchronisms as a backdrop. Her essay can be read indeed as a fruitful al-
ternative to more conventional studies, given the relative scarcity of diachronic and cross-spatial 
comparative studies in our field (Smith 2012; Gunter 2018, 191). Gunter’s evaluation of the 
Neo-Assyrian and Inca empires’ elite heritage—divided in time and space, but fatally united 
in morphologically determined mechanisms of status enhancement—beautifully highlights the 
role of state control and high culture formation processes with special reference to a chronolog-
ically indifferent consumption of aesthetic values (Gunter 2018, 198-201).

Spengler’s “Romanticist essentialism” (Høyrup 2018, 221)5 may not stand the test of historical 
and prehistoric data accumulated since the second half of the 20th century; it remains, however, 
particularly inspiring in its cross-cultural diversity, especially considering his thoughts on the 
diachronic morphological mechanisms of emerging early scientific thought, as prominently 
represented in ancient mathematics. Whereas other historians of science apply a probably no 
less “essentialist” one-track view of the evolution of numbers and formula from ancient Near 
Eastern origins until today, the plurality of mathematics within a cultural entity at a certain 

5 This expression, eventually coined by Jens Høyrup, implies that certain aspects of Spengler’s train of thought 
are explicitly deterministic, as to say inherent Platonism, hence advancing towards a unchangeable goal. 
They, however breathe the spirit of a holistic, however likewise deterministic approach to nature, culture and 
civilization, which might be best circumscribed as “romanticism” (cf. Høyrup 2018, 221). 
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stage of its “Spenglerian wheel of destiny” is considered a stimulating counterweight (Høyrup 
2018, 221-223).

Spengler’s primary concern was to review—and forecast—the fate of cultural entities in an 
advanced stage of cultural and political complexity. A larger part of his work is therefore de-
voted to historical periods, empires, and nation-states, with written sources and contemporary 
historiographies as the backbone for their morphological autopsy. His considerations on early, 
prehistoric periods of human agency, albeit no less important to him, remained partly fragmen-
tary, and are partly anachronistic in argumentation and scope. After initial scrutiny, and peeling 
off the layers of confirmed erroneous thought, certain facets of Spengler’s grand morphological 
model reveals itself to be once more a fruitful arena to enrich current archaeological debates. In 
this context, his later (Spengler 1931, 1932) and also posthumously published work (Spengler 
1965, 1966) is of particular interest, since it balances his underlying—and much-criticized—
pessimistic view on world history at large with an alternative anthropological narrative, de-
fining technology and its modern application as the pinnacle of humankind’s cognitive and 
cultural evolution (Kidd 2012, 19-20).

Talking of which, Spengler’s staunch opposition to the principles of Darwinian evolution and 
his persistent refusal to acknowledge a timescale extending over eventually millions of years 
to allow for the emergence of distinct human physical and mental features are sure enough a 
wrong and fruitless track. This cul-de-sac emerges due to our physical incapability to experience 
the geological longue durée of things (cf. Sloterdijk 2007, 18-19), and is advocated nowadays 
only by religious zealots and related tribal agglomerations of ill-informed creationism.

Spengler’s rejection of evolution as the fundamental principle of nature—a rejection eventu-
ally coherent with the still meagre and dissonant (palaeo)anthropological database as of 100 
years ago (Jöris 2018a, 103)—remains a major, in the light of his revolutionary reading of 
early, prehistorical human agency as presented in “Man and Technics” (Spengler 1932), how-
ever pardonable flaw. Clearly ahead of his times is the emphasis of environmental changes for 
shaping and enhancing the individual haptic and cognitive abilities of humans (Jöris 2018a, 
103, 2018b, 11)—or ethology through the backdoor, as one might muse at that point, given 
Spengler’s clear-cut opposition to pure Darwinian thought. Spengler’s extensive deliberations 
on the role of the hand as the key to excel in a given environment, to interact with it, and 
eventually trigger changes that defy refined adaptions to enter a new “step” is a historical-philo-
sophical framework that can be—and actually is—tapped by experts in the field of Pleistocene 
archaeology and Palaeoanthropology to put their own research into a more comprehensive 
perspective (cf. Jöris 2018a, 2018b).

Considerations involving morphological mechanisms, however, are not limited to a critical 
reappraisal of Spenglerian thought, or a cursory re-reading to extract the remaining value for 
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current debates6 on a general level. Göbekli Tepe, for instance, being in the bright spotlight ever 
since its mass media-fuelled elevation to a primordial temple site at the “zero point of history”, 
offers an ideal arena for rethinking its emergence, scope, and actual place within a post-Pleisto-
cene society using a “Spenglerian” frame of reference.

The Last Glorious Fortress, or Cultural Morphology in Action – 
The Case of Göbekli Tepe
The site, located in the district of Şanlıurfa, Turkey, as a widely visible flattened peak embedded 
in the Germuş mountains ridge, rose to prominence after late field director Klaus Schmidt 
reevaluated the lithic material retrieved from a much earlier survey in this region (Benedict 
1980; Dietrich et al. 2015) and recognized the significance of this site being primarily an early 
Holocene site, promising new insights into the earliest sedentary communities in this region 
(Schmidt 1995, 1998, 2000). The expectations were dramatically surpassed by the features 
unearthed already in the first field season, jointly organized by the Orient Department of the 
German Archaeological Institute and the local museum at Şanlıurfa (Schmidt 2000; Dietrich et 
al. 2015): the excavations revealed large circular or oval structures adorned with limestone pil-
lars, many of them plain, but some decorated in high and low relief, amongst other sculptured 
elements. Most of them comprise architectural elements of buildings labelled “A”-“D” from 
“building level III” (but see Clare 2020, 85-86; Clare and Kinzel 2020, 32-33 for a probably 
necessary revision of Klaus Schmidt’s stratigraphic assessment) which became the most iconic 
and still best-known features of the site (recent conspectus in Clare et al. 2019)—with an ava-
lanche of pseudoscientific pulp in the wake of the first official broadcasts and publications that 
keeps distorting the view of this place and its cultural embedding (Zimmermann 2021).

Already Klaus Schmidt—and Harald Hauptmann as the initial project director back in the 
1990s—pointed to the explicitly male, aggressive, and gloomy character of the site’s iconogra-
phy, which to an overwhelming degree consists of male teeth-gnashing carnivores and depic-
tions of other potentially venomous creatures like scorpions and snakes (Schmidt 2009; Hodder 
and Meskell 2011; Dietrich 2017); a place, therefore, that rather renders the impression of a 
nightmarish panopticon to trigger responses like fear and disgust rather than awe-inspiring con-
templation. The popular media, however, keeps perpetuating the narrative of an all-accessible, 
communal place of peaceful worship, foreshadowing the dawn of monotheistic belief systems 
and therefore being the cradle of modern Abrahamitic faiths (Zimmermann 2021, 145-146).

This ill-informed legacy of open-air sanctuaries loses further credibility when considering the 
fact that the prominent circular buildings were all roofed end entrenched, being hidden from 

6 For a comprehensive overview on archaeological theories, reasoning and thought cf. Trigger 2003, 2014.
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plain sight and therefore by no means widely visible landmarks but reclusive gathering spots 
(Banning 2011; Dietrich and Notroff 2015; Kodaş 2015; Kurapkat 2012, 2015).

The de facto absence of women in the artistic world of Göbekli Tepe, except a pornographic 
sketch of a naked female in the (later, or partly contemporary? See Clare 2020, 85-86) rec-
tangular structure of “building level II” (space 38) (Dietrich et al. 2016; Hodder and Meskell 
2011, 239; 241) is profoundly contrasting the ever-presence of ithyphallic renderings of mam-
mals, little statuettes of males with erect penises and many other variations of male reproductive 
organs hewn into rock (Peters and Schmidt 2004, 204-205; Becker et al. 2012, 35). Therefore, 
the community that was actively using these structures for many centuries and formerly thought 
to be the founding fathers of institutionalized religion is now labelled a group resembling more 
and more a staunch secret society, performing some potentially wacky coming-of-age rituals in 
shadowy subterranean cult spaces (Dietrich 2017).

So, how to read all this within the frame of cultural morphology?

The artefact assemblages retrieved from Göbekli Tepe testify, together with the accumulated 
zoological remains, to a post-Pleistocene hunter-gatherer community being present at the spot 
for many centuries (Schmidt 1995, 1998, 2000). Until further notice, there is no unambigu-
ous evidence for the domestication of plants or animals from neither the third nor the second 
occupation phase (Peters and Schmidt 2004). Recent evidence for domestic structures, some 
of them known from the initial fieldwork but never prominently presented (Clare 2020, 83-
84), testifies to an early Neolithic village that emerged besides the popular ritual buildings. The 
overall character of the material culture, however, betrays a community dependent on hunting 
and gathering all along.

The complexity of Epipalaeolithic and Early Holocene nomadic societies, their ancestral herit-
age, rich mythology, and ability to create monumental works of art (with the towering wooden 
sculpture from Shigir, Southern Russia, now dated to 9600 cal BCE as one outstanding exam-
ple) is a subject that rose to reinvigorated prominence in recent years (Arnold 1996; Sassaman 
2004; Hoffecker and Hoffecker 2018; for Shigir cf. Zhilin et al. 2018; Bobrov in press). Their 
dispersal over vast, untamed patches of land, their immediate, occasionally dramatic exposure 
to climatic and environmental fancy (see also Spengler 2007, 593-595) eventually shaped a 
mindset and cognitive abilities referred to in Spengler’s “Der Mensch und die Technik” (1931): 
the essential human, still untouched and untamed by Faustian technology, struggling to cope 
with the hardships and challenges of a changing early Holocene environment, and contextual-
ize them through a staunch anachronistic celebration of his predatory legacy (Spengler 1931, 
18-20).
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The plot thickens that Göbekli Tepe, together with the ever-growing number of contemporary 
sites in the region bearing similar or identical features (Çelik 2011, 2016; Moetz and Çelik 
2012), marks the apogee and gradual apotheosis of a historical cycle, hence the condensed 
cultural legacy of an epoch peopled by Late Pleistocene mobile hunters and gatherers. The 
monuments of Göbekli Tepe—and other sites still awaiting archaeological excavation—may 
therefore mark their fulfillment and decline, accompanied by a desperate perpetuation and 
glorification of past legacy and lore; literally the last stand of dwindling hunter and gatherer 
communities before ostracizing, or gradually assimilating them into the world of the Early 
Neolithic—a world with a very different economy, ecology, and iconography (Zimmermann 
2020, 14-15). Such an alternative, “Spenglerian” interpretation, understanding Göbekli Tepe 
not as the exceedingly popular “zero point in history”, but as the awe-inspiring “last stand” of a 
declining tribal migratory society might still be an isolated voice. A voice, however, that starts 
getting amplified in most recent contributions devoted to put places like Göbekli Tepe into a 
larger cultural-historical context (cf. Clare and Kinzel 2020, 65). Was then, at the end, staunch 
conservatism -and the desire to preserve a way of life that was doomed to fade- the driving force 
of this innovative Upper Mesopotamian Spätzeit hunter-gatherers that spawned such amazing 
monuments? The Harran plain with its ample evidence for sites with T-shaped steles (cf. Moetz 
and Çelik 2012) might then be understood as the final retreat for hunter-gatherer bands to per-
petuate their conservativism. Spengler, not necessarily known as a flamboyant character, would 
probably entertain the idea of a wry smile in that case. 

“History is Direction, But Nature is Extension” – Concluding 
Remarks
All previous considerations do by all means not claim to present a deus-ex-machina model for 
explaining the variety of phenomena mentioned in the text. Spengler’s monumental oeuvre 
underwent—and still has to undergo—a rigid scrutiny to rectify his proven misconceptions 
that undoubtedly permeate his works (Engels 2018). His conceptual framework, however, is 
much too valuable and inspiring to be hijacked by modern apologetics of far-right ideologies. 
Nor should it be shunned, or even cancelled, by equally ardent block leaders from the opposite 
political spectrum—liberal only by name, but stuck in the straightjacket of post-modern arbi-
trariness.

Approached with an open, critical mind, “Spengler’s long shadow” might—mutatis mutandis—
turn out to be a beneficial guiding light, allowing for a fresh, alternative interpretation of pre- 
and early historic phenomena in a contextual frame where traditional methodologies would 
soon meet their limits. Other cases that seem ripe to test Spenglerian hypotheses, like the fate 
of Early Bronze Age elites, or the renaissance of “Hittite” legacies in the Early Iron Age, might 
then well be in focus for future studies.
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